Welcome to:

AL-QAIDAH NAZRA-QURAN
FOUNDED ON EASY RECITE ARABIC (ERA) TRANSLITERATION;

CUSTOM-BUILT ARABIC SCRIPT FOR INSTANT NAZRA-QURAN.
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For your very vital wish or need, to be a nice Nazra-Quran reader and a nicer
Nazra-Quran teacher on a suitable Arabic script, Easy Recite Arabic (ERA)
Transliteration is your God Granted Gift. For more pleasure and pride, please read on.
For 14 centuries, Nazra skills had been taught to us, Non Arab learners and
readers, under the Curriculum and Tuition Terms of Arabic scholars / skilled teachers, on
Arabic scripts, not specifically structured for Hifz, Tilawh, Nazra or Recitation purposes.
During the last century some teachers accepted the difficulties of their students
learning Nazra skills on usual Arabic scripts. To meet their Nazra and Hifz needs, they
put them on Non-Arabic Transliterations, to create / produce Arabic pronunciations.
To play against above trend, a Pure-Arabic-Transliteration was prayed for. It
was to teach Nazra skills to all Ease-Loving and Less-Industrious learners, readers and
teachers, under new, innovative, visible, practical and beneficial Choice Terms.
----------------------------This Multi-Merit Al-Qaidah is very friendly to learners and readers, who like to
reduce their effort, time, tension, frustration, faults and errors and also to slow and shy
teachers, who have a responsibility to train their learners, to render nice Nazra-Quran.
This Custom-Built Al-Qaidah may not quickly lure some high skilled Qaris,
who are well versed on the old scripts. It is due to the Inherent Inertia. Yet, to teach and
train their ‘Dummies if any’ they may well utilize Al-Qaidah Nazra-Quran.
----------------------------During my training of Nazra-Quran skills and later, I prayed to have a Qari to
Pre-Tell me, an ‘Exact Audio Conduct for each Letter and Diacritic’ and a ‘Final Recital
at each Stop-sign (Waqf),’ to help me deliver my Nazra easily, rightly and confidently.
Gracious God granted me my prayers. Then, I begged Him to incorporate His
Granted Qari into an Arabic Text, to enable me, a slow learner and a shy teacher, to
create an Instant Nazra-Quran. Once again, my Gracious God accepted my prayers.
He blessed Muslim mankind with the Easy Recite Arabic (ERA) Transliteration.
ERA Transliteration offers full utility as a skilled Qari (as a GPS). It Pre-Tells
‘an audio-conduct at each Letter / Diacritic’ and an ‘Final Recital at all Waqf spots.’
Besides, ERA does not use the routine 120-150 alphabetic symbols. It works with ‘30
Nazra-designed and Nazra-friendly symbols’ uniquely meeting most Nazra needs.
ERA Script offers all blessings of Arabic scripts. ERA plays just fine, against NonArabic Transliterations. It offers all their comforts. ERA is a Trend-Setter for Today &
Tomorrow. It is a 2-in-1 Arabic Script. It merits your Attention, Interest and Evaluation!
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ERA Transliteration replaces the traditional training of Nazra Quran, with simple
and fool-proof practice, for many types of teachers, readers, learners and the ‘dummies.’
It is Top Easy to Teach, Instant Ready to Read or Recite and Lot more Easy to Learn.
-----------------------------

Now I explain, argue and justify 2 inspiring innovations of ERA Transliteration.
1.

Reg:

Arabic Letters and their Nazra-Conducts in Nazra-Quran

Total number of letters in the Holy Quran is about 323,000. Each letter, in its own
sequence, creates only one audio-conduct or an audio-behavior, out of the following 3:
a) It Speaks Singly: It does not start a pair of 2 letters. It joins to No-Next letter.
b) It is The First letter in a Pair: It Speaks and Blends to the Next / Second letter.
c) It is a Silent or Non-Spoken letter: It is jumped over and ignored in Nazra.
Through 14 centuries, the readers of Holy Quran were always risked to find or pick
one audio-conduct for each and every letter, before its Nazra-delivery. All these
exercises or ‘Mental Transliterations’ had to be done by readers for all 323,000 letters.
If 323,000 conducts of letters were pre-found and pre-told to them, then Nazra
learning, reading and even teaching efforts would have been awfully reduced. Yes / No.
ERA Transliteration found out all 323,000 conducts, sorted them into 3 types (of
a, b and c above) and displayed them in Black, Green and White colors, to be dealt /
read under following Formulae. So, ERA abolished all 323,000 Mental Transliterations.

> Thus, a prime portion of Nazra-Syllabus got decreased and diminished.
[Out of all 19 letters in Bismillah above, only 13 (6 Green + 7 Black) letters are recited.]
2.

Reg:

Arabic Waqf signs and their Ultimate Nazra-Pronunciations

Waqf signs did not exist in original Arabic script. All these signs, their Rules and
long Exercises were added into Nazra-Syllabus, just to prevent every one; “Not to read,
what is seen there; But to read a Substituted Version, or What was not shown there.”
Getting the right ability, to find a right Nazra-Variation at each Waqf sign, was
terribly tedious and required long lasting exercises, even longer than one’s own life.
If Ultimate Nazra-Pronunciation at each Waqf was pre-known and shown in text /
print, then their learning and reading efforts and errors will be fully finished.
Yes / No.
ERA Transliteration has fully freed all of us from all Waqoof, except an Ayah sign.
>> Thus, the biggest block of old Nazra-Syllabus got also sent into history.
[With all Waqoof removed, many do Nazra more precisely, pleasantly and proudly. To
know other innovations and the made-easies, please visit: www.EasyReciteArabic.org ]
-----------------------------
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More and more Non-Arabs are using this simple and smart Arabic Qaidah and
the custom-made top friendly New ERA Nazra-Quran. Existing readers can easily pick
and master ERA Transliteration. Thereafter, they themselves, their friends and their
students become more and more satisfied and fulfilled with their Nazra performance.
----------------------------Now I request following 5 groups to adopt and benefit from ERA Transliteration.
1.
Skilled Qaris: Please visit its Back Flap and Back Cover, to understand ERA
Transliteration and to know its many features. However, to teach Nazra Quran to brand
new learners, please first visit, scan and study its 6 Tutorials and 24 Lessons.
2.
Semi Skilled Readers: You can improve your Nazra-Quran on ERA System,
and teach Nazra-Quran to others and also extend Nazra benefits in your territories.
3.
New Learners: Please join us to do Nazra-Quran on your choice terms. You do
not Cook Candy, you just eat it. You do not Bake Biscuit, you just eat it. You do not
memorize many Maps, you rely on GPS. You do not memorize very many Nazra Rules,
you rely on ERA color codes and just read What is shown in Black and Green. That’s all.
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4.
Potential Teachers: Any Muslim, who has not yet harvested above Hadith, is
guaranteed to ‘Pick his /her Produce’ on ERA Transliteration. Teaching Nazra skills, had
never been that easy, exact and inspiring in the past. So, you must start teaching, now.
5.
Teaching Institutions Conventional and Online institutions can greatly facilitate
and accelerate their ‘Pass Results,’ to their delight and that of their clients and patrons.
----------------------------New ERA NAZRA Quran has been published by www.Xlibris.com in E-book
formats. Get it soon, for your Reading Thrill and Inspired Tuition. Its price is $ 4.99 ea.
Its ISBN is: 978-1-4691-9987-0. It is available online, at www.EasyReciteArabic.org and
at www.Xlibris.com and with some other E-Book vendors on the Internet.
The Index of 6 Tutorials and 24 Lessons of Al-Qaidah Nazra-Quran is shown
next. Please be a True Teacher, Serious Student, Fond Friend and Grateful to God.
-----------------------------
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Dr. Syed Mohammad Khairulbashar Ph. D. (Education)
Author of: Single Case Arabic Fonts (SCAF) & Easy Recite Arabic (ERA) Transliteration.
Author of:
Al-Qaidah Nazra-Quran. Spring-board to New ERA NAZRA Quran.
Compiler of: New ERA Nazra-Quran, Presented in ERA Transliteration.
www.EasyReciteArabic.org smk@EasyReciteArabic.org team@EasyReciteArabic.org
PO Box 72,222, 2,550 Finch Ave W, Toronto, ON, M9M 2J0, Canada Ph: 905 303 5781.
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AL-QAIDAH NAZRA QURAN (THE INDEX)
Serial #

Description & Details

Page #

-----------------------------

Tutorials 1-6

Hints & Help Concerning 24 Lessons

v-xii

-----------------------------

Lessons 1-24
1
2

(Described as under)

*Each Solid Letter has an Arabic Name and a Basic-Sound
*Hollow Letters are Silent and have No-Sound in Recitation

1-40
1-4
5

*Black Letters under Black Diacritics create Affected Sounds
3
4
5

Black Regular Diacritic Style 1,
Black Regular Diacritic Style 2,
Black Regular Diacritic Style 3,

FATHAH
KASRAH
DHAMMAH

6-7
8

Black Longer Diacritic Style 1,
Big FATHAH
9-10
Black Longer Diacritics Styles 2-3, Big KASRAH & DHAMMAH 11

9

Black Double Diacritics Styles 1-3,

Black TANVEEN

6
7
8

12

*Green Letters under Green Diacritics blend with Next Letters. Thus,
two letters are recited together as a Pair, creating a Blended Sound.
10-13 One-Syllable Blending Sounds* are caused by JAZM
13-17
*Blended Sound = Affected Sound of 1st Letter + Basic Sound of 2nd.
14-15 Two-Syllable Blending Sounds* are caused by SHADDA 18-21
*Blended Sound = Affected Sound of 1st Letter + Basic Sound of 2nd
+ Affected Sound of 2nd Letter.
16

Green TANWEEN on 1st Letter, while 2nd Letter is a Vowel

22-23

17

Adjacent Green Letters or Overlapping Pairs of Letters

24-25

18

ERA Color Cues resolve & dissolve all Arabic WAQOOF

26-27

19
20

Arabic MADD prolong Affected and Blended Sounds
Arabic MADD
Some More Functions

28-30
31-33

21
22

Small MEEM and Small NOON
Four Fine Instructions

23
24

The Red Underline
The Red Diacritics

Sample Pages from the

34
35
36
37

New ERA Nazra-Quran
-----------------------------
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